
DHID Lighting Technology Retrofit / Upgrade Competitive Comparison Chart
Street Lighting / Parking Lot Lighting Applications

Luminaire 

Technology 

GloGreen DHID Ballast                                           

Powered MH or HPS bulb

Magnetic Ballast                                               

Powered MH or HPS bulb

High Efficiency                                                                 

Fluorescent 
Induction

Light Emitting                                           

Diodes (LED) 

Lamp Life

(hours) 

30,000+ (no dimming)                                                                  

40,000+ (with dimming)

15,000 to 20,000 for Metal Halide                                  

25,000 to 30,000 for High-Pressure Sodium
10,000 - 20,000 50000+? 50,000

Energy

Efficiency
95%-97% 80%-90% 92% 94% 92%

Light Output Excellent; 116-118lm/W
Acceptable; but energy consumption 

is very high (80-90lm/W)

Good; but suffers light degradation of                            

20% to 30% over 20,000 hours

Good; but requires substantial warm up

time and cold temperatures have shown 

to further increase warm-up time

Good; but not suited to long distance

mounting applications (15ft+).  

Light degradation is an issue

Cost per Luminaire                             

(Street Light Fixture 

Example)

$250 for turnkey fixture with lamp; or the

customer has the option to retrofit the existing

magnetic HID fixture with DHID for $150.00

$300 - $350 $400 to $525 $300 to $700 $850 to $1,600+

Retrofit Compatibility 
Yes; either retrofit DHID ballast in place or

replace the existing cobra head fixture
N/A

Cannot retrofit existing magnetic ballast

fixture, a new fixture must be purchased 

creating project waste

Yes; need replace ballast, bulb and reflector;

adding project cost in hardware and labor

No retrofit available; a new LED

fixture must be purchased increasing 

project ROI and project waste

Dimming

Capable

Yes; Instant dimming is Standard on

GloGreen Ballasts; either motion sensor, 

Analog 0-10VDC or Automatic Dimming 

functions are available

N/A

Yes; but, optional; special ballast is 

required and the dimming of fluorescent 

expedites the degradation of the 

fluorescent tube so there is an increase 

in lamp replacements/maintenance costs

Yes, but raises initial buying cost; 

whereas dimming is included with 

GloGreen Series products as a standard

Yes; but optional; adds even more cost

to the LED fixture and also LEDs 

suffer degradation even quicker 

when cycled on/off or dimmed

Multi-Bulb

Capable

Yes; only on market to power MH and 

HPS bulbs with equal efficiency

No; magnetic ballast system is bulb

specific; increases inventory levels/costs
No No No

Silicon Potted/Sealed
Fully Potted Silicon to protect in outdoors

or manufacturing facility applications
N/A N/A - Optional? Adds cost. N/A - Optional? Adds cost. N/A - Optional? Adds cost.

Application Flexibility

Excellent; use where long light distance or

penetration is needed; 4 dimming modes;

retrofit possible or buy turnkey fixtures; custom

designs available; can operate MH, CMH and

HPS bulb types; 50W-1000W configurations;

cost effectively retrofits/replaces

50W-2000W HID bulb systems.

N/A

Application specific; retrofitting is really

cost prohibitive and not suited to the majority

of HID retrofit/replacement applications.

Not flexible. Retrofitting is possible; but

more expensive than DHID. Retrofitting an

existing HID system with induction, needs 

more components; bulb, reflector housing, 

ballast and labor costs are incurred 

Not flexible, no good for long distance

mounting applications; LED should not be 

considered for applications 15ft or more

Environmental Impact

Excellent; retrofit install only requires

core and coil (magnetic) ballast and old 

bulb to be recycled in most cases

Can be easily recycled

when upgraded with DHID

With fluorescent the old fixture must

be discarded, creating waste; also, 

more frequent bulb changes required

With induction, the old fixture must

be discarded, creating waste

With LED, the old fixture must

be discarded, creating waste



Luminaire 

Technology 

GloGreen DHID Ballast                                           

Powered MH or HPS bulb

Magnetic Ballast                                               

Powered MH or HPS bulb

High Efficiency                                                                 

Fluorescent 
Induction

Light Emitting                                           

Diodes (LED) 

Light Degradation                                      

Over Bulb Lifespan

Only 5% or less covering entire 

extended life of lamp - 40,000+

95% Lumen Maintenance = No Relamping!

40%+ 15% - 30% 20% - 30% 20% - 30%

Cold Weather                                   

Application Feasibility

Excellent; -25 Degrees Celsius and below

is no issue; HID bulbs operate without 

issue in extreme cold and heat applications

Good; proven in industry for decades.

HID light bulbs are NOT affected by 

cold or hot temperature extremes

No Good; At below-freezing temperatures

lamps may not start. Special lamps may

be needed for reliable service outdoors

or indoors in extreme cold applications

No Good; more research and test data

is needed to prove cold-weather feasibility

Good; but energy savings may be

compromised since more heating 

is needed to compensate for 

below freezing temperatures

Cold Start/

Warm-Up Time

60 seconds maximum warm up

time to 100% lumen output

5-15 minutes or more before reaching

maximum lumen output levels

1-5 minutes before reaching maximum

lumen output levels. Lamp may not start 

or warm-up time is further extended 

in cold weather applications

5-10 minutes or more before reaching

maximum lumen output levels. 

This time is further extended

in cold weather applications

Good; can reach 90%+ illumination quickly.

Overall Rating 

Excellent; the most environmentally

and economically effective solution 

with the shortest return on

lighting investment time

Poor; these systems need to be

upgraded with GloGreen retrofit 

ballast in existing fixture; or 

replaced with GloGreen DHID fixture

Not the most cost effective solution 

over the long term due to increased bulb

changes; lumen output performance is much 

less than a DHID powered MH or HPS bulb

Not proven 100%; not operating well

in cold temperatures; lengthy warm-up 

time; less efficient than DHID.

Performance versus Price is not

in equilibrium; short term and 

long term ROI not financially feasible

GloGreen DHID Retrofit Ballast and Fixture Solutions for 40%-50%+ Savings

Accendo GloGreen DHID solutions are 97% efficient and offer an immediate 40%-50%+ Energy Savings over magnetic HID installations. DHID lighting delivers more energy

efficiency, higher-performance, longer lasting light quality and guaranteed reduced maintenance and bulb costs for Industry's shortest return on lighting investment.

MH, CMH and HPS bulbs operated by GloGreen Digital HID ballasts now last 40,000 hours and beyond; relamping is no longer required since the originally specified

light quality and penetration will never visibly decline (no more than 5% degradation over the entire life of the bulb for 95% lumen maintenance). Since the bulb's brightness 

will not decrease over time, the GloGreen DHID solution can meet the project requirements with equal light levels, but at 50% less energy and operating costs.

Digital HID lighting is the most environmentally and economically responsible solution over inefficient and lower performance magnetic/electronic HID, LED, fluorescent,

and induction; offering a lower initial buying cost, better light quality, application flexibility and extremely low maintenance/consumable costs incurred over the long term.

Please do not hesitate to contact us today to discuss your energy and money saving opportunity.  

Accendo Electronics Limited

CANADA

9-160 Gibson Dr.

Markham, ON  L3R 3K1

Tel: 905 475-2067

Fax: 905 470-0168

UNITED STATES

260 Peachtree St.  Suite 2200

Atlanta, GA  30303

info@accendoelectronics.com

www.AccendoElectronics.com

www.AccendoElectronics.Wordpress.com
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